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A)   Sit in easy pose. Pull your spine very correctly 
straight. Put hands in your lap with palms up; the 
right hand resting in the left palm. Thumbs may 
touch or may not touch.  For the effect to really 
happen now, there can be no tension in any other 
part of the body. Absolutely no tension.  Let it go. 
Close your eyes. Imagine seeing yourself and watch-
ing all the tension in every part of the body leave. Let 
your body go. Then totally pull the energy to the 
root of the nose between the two eyebrows.  Do not 
worry about the breath. Concentrate as deeply as 
possible at that one point and mentally vibrate the 
mantra WHAHE GURU, which means " ecstacy in 
the light of the Lord which takes you away from the 
darkness." When you chant, it must be broken into 4 
atomic dimensions: WHA-HE-GU-RU.
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WHA - Infinity
HE     — The presence of the finite in infinity
GU    — Darkness
RU     - Light

If you relax and keep up, you will enter a new dimen-
sion of consciousness. However, the gate is guarded 
by the lower self, so you may have to battle for entry. 
The body may itch or pain; call on your higher will 
and let everything that hinders you go. Continue 11 
minutes.With practice you can work up to 31 minutes. 
Then inhale, exhale. Make fists of your hands, open 
and close them several times.   Then massage them to 
readjust circulation.

COMMENTS:

The real value of a meditation is not just to have an experienceof energy or to be able to say you have 
done it, but to experience a continual flow of light from your inner self that transforms your behavior 
patterns in your day to day living.  It is easy to know Truth, it is difficult to live it.   One of the blocks to 
living what truths we already know is the constant flow of thoughts the intellect feeds us. We get 
distracted by them and forget who we are and what we are doing. The essential beauty of this meditation 
is that the constant flowof the intellect stops, and the mVnti 'o^t.'OTr.^ wvpty.   "A. v=> ^M«M Q,ulckvwax of 
achieving a state of thoughtlessness, and the moment you achieve it the only thouqht mav be the
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